
Too Soon

In February, 2011, the forces of corporate evil represented by the Koch Brothers, ALEC, out-of-
state mining interests and their Tea Party lackeys invaded the Badger State and endeavored 
(successfully, it turns out) to set back Wisconsin's proud progressive political heritage a couple of 
hundred years. Oh, the screaming...oh the chanting...oh the hurled invective. It was a season of 
protest marches, of railing against, of rallying for. A time of charges shouted from the steps of 
power to the twisted money-hungry minds inside, of counter-marches poorly organized by 
scurrilous numbskulls marionetted into acting against their own self interests. At one point I 
found myself screaming for a half hour straight to help my friends drown out and shout down 
Sarah Palin as she brought her dog and pony show to town from the same spot where Michael 
Moore had recently explained so clearly to us that they are afraid of our power, that they will 
stop at nothing as long as there is public money to be siphoned off into the coffers of the ultra 
rich and that we can stop them by simply refusing to give in and accept this sorry state of affairs.

Interesting times, to say the least.

And in the midst of this epic struggle between good and evil upon whose battle lines I never in a 
million years imagined I'd fight, we up and flew off to a foreign capitol. Crazy timing. Never 
meant for it to happen that way, but whadddya gonna do?

Such travel, ill-timed as it certainly was, did serve the purpose of removing us for a while from 
the anxiety-producing chaos of the protests and the emerging picture of post-apocalyptic 
Wisconsin society, and we were grateful for that. Grateful, too, for the chance to flee our new 
smoke alarm that went off every time we imagined toast or dreamed we were enjoying a 
cigarette. Damn thing like to drove us batshit crazy, but last October's nearly-tragic house fire 
had rendered sort of mandatory that shrill, piercing bastard of an alarm.

And it's always good to take a break from Americana's uglier offerings (the overly-loud mufflers 
on outsized vehicles, the discarded plastic packages in which our nation's daily doses of obeisity 
are delivered, the word "awesome" employed hourly a dozen times to describe everything from 
the fact of dinner being served to the deeper meanings and hidden significances of the new 
shoelaces one has recently purchased.) 

By mid-March, 2011, that break-taking, that alarm-flight, that retreat from the battle-front, that 
emergence from the muck and mire of ‘Merican consumerism had become so necessary it 
seemed like it simply could not happen to soon.

I recorded this one and Crash pretty much at the same time, and hit upon the ensemble of 
bouzouki, banjo, guitar and mandolin while doing so.  I think that combination really defines the 
Orchestra Bordenave sound.  Jet Carpenter played harmonica--gracias, amigo!--and I tossed a 
bass part down on there too.


